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Abstract
This work concerns Bayesian detection statistics in targeted searches for continuous gravitational waves
(GWs). The parameter space for continuous GWs can be divided into 2 groups: amplitude parameters
which control the signal strength and phase-evolution parameters which determine its time evolution.
A common issue in these searches is dealing with these amplitude parameters which do not aect
the phase evolution of the system. The F-statistic maximizes the likelihood function of the data
analytically over these parameters, while the B-statistic marginalizes over them. The B-statistic, while
potentially more powerful and capable of incorporating astrophysical priors, is not used because of the
computational diculty of performing the marginalization. Here we present an approximation to the
B-statistic obtained via a Taylor expansion of the marginalization integrand in powers of two of the
smaller components of the amplitude metric. We show that our approximation is valid both in the
asymptotic limits of the parameters as well as for specic choices of prior distributions. In addition,
we use Monte Carlo simulations to show that our approximation is comparable to the exact B-statistic
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In the search for gravitational waves (GWs), there exist two main categories of signals: Short lived,
transient signals and continuous, more persistent signals. The rst contains both modeled binary
coalescence signals and signals from unmodeled bursts of GWs, while the second contains modeled
periodic signals and unmodeled stochastic background signals. Although the latter are intrinsically
far weaker than the transient sources, their continuous nature allows their signals to be found buried
deep in the noise by coherently integrating over the long observing runs of the GW detectors. The
GW signal emitted from a nearly periodic, non-precessing system, such as a rotating neutron star
or a slowly-evolving binary of compact objects, is a promising sources of continuous gravitational
radiation. These types of systems likely produce persistent, quasi-monochromatic GWs detectable by
ground-based interferometric detectors (see [1] for a full review).
At present, even recent searches on the most advanced GW detectors have shown no evidence of
continuous GWs from any directed pulsar searches [2], coherent searches [3] or all-sky searches [4].
However, on September 14, 2015 the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO)
collaboration made the rst conrmed detection of a transient GW from a binary black hole merger
[5]. With this discovery, an exciting new era of GW astronomy began. Since that initial detection,
numerous other important steps in transient GW detection have been made including the rst triple
coincidence detection [6] and the rst detection of GWs from a binary neutron star merger [7]. Now that
the initial detection of GWs has been accomplished, we can begin to improve the detection methods
for use in future GW searches and continue the ongoing push for the detection of continuous GWs.
When trying to detect GWs, many types of searches use detection statistics to determine if a set
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of data from a detector contains the expected GW signal. The traditional approach is to create a
detection statistic known as the F-statistic by maximizing the log-likelihood ratio of the data over
some nuance perimeters [8]. An alternative Bayesian detection statistic rst proposed in [9] known
as the B-statistic instead marginalizes the likelihood ratio over these parameters. Despite potentially
being more powerful and capable of incorporating astrophysical prior distributions, the B-statistic is
not used because of the computational diculty of performing the marginalization. In this work we
present an approximation to the B-statistic which can be computed analytically.
This thesis is laid out as follows: Chapter 2 is an overview of the background information related
to this topic, including a description of GW signal analysis, interferometry and a discussion of the
statistical theories behind the detection of GWs. Chapter 3 contains an more in depth description of
the two detection statistics which already exist, while chapter 4 contains all the new work involving
our approximation. This includes its derivation, checks to make sure it has the proper form and any
analysis of its usefulness. Chapter 5 concludes with a summary of the results, their astrophysical




2.1 Propagation of Gravitational Waves
2.1.1 General Relativity Basics
One of the foundations of the theory of general relativity (GR) is the idea of a spacetime being described
by a manifold endowed with a metric tensor, whose components are given by gαβ . If we dene a set of
coordinates {xµ} on a spacetime (these could, for example, be the Cartesian coordinates {t, x, y, z}),
then the spacetime interval ds2 can be written in terms of the metric components as
ds2 = gαβdx
αdxβ . (2.1.1)
Its should be noted that we are adopting the typical Einstein summation convention where repeated
indicies are summed over as well as the convention of Greek indicies running from 0 to 3 and Latin




If we wish to dene a new set of spacetime coordinates {xα} which are related to the metric gαβ ,







This relation ensures that the spacetime interval remains invariant regardless of coordinate system in
which it is expressed.
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We begin our discussion on GWs with linearized gravity, which is a good approximation to full GR
when the spacetime metric can be treated as a Minkowski (at) spacetime with a slight perturbation
correction:
gαβ = ηαβ + hαβ (2.1.3)
where ηαβ is the at metric dened ηαβ = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) and hαβ is a small perturbation such that
|hαβ |  1.





can be built up using the typical expression for the Einstein tensor




where Rαβ and R are the Ricci tensor and scalar respectively. Just as is the case in electromagnetism,
these equations admits a class of homogeneous solutions which are superpositions of plane waves.
These solution are the mathematical representation of GWs. A full description of this can be found in
[10] and [11].
2.1.2 Polarization
In addition to the typical coordinate transformations discussed in the previous section, there also
exists a class of innitesimal coordinate transformations which describe the same physical spacetime,
but in coordinates which are only slightly dierent than the original. These are known as gauge
transformations. One convenient choice of gauge we could impose is known as the transverse-traceless-
temporal (TTT) gauge, which satises the following conditions with the metric perturbation:
h0µ = 0, η
µλ∂λhµν = 0, η
µνhµν = 0 . (2.1.6)
The rst condition requires that all time components of the metric perturbation vanish, so we can
proceed by discussing only its spacial components, {hij}. Another feature of this gauge worth noting
is that points whose coordinates are constant with time are in a state of free fall and experience no
forces other that gravity.
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The spacetime interval associated with the at Minkowski metric in Cartesian coordinates is given
by
ds2 = −c2dt2 + δijdxidxj (2.1.7)
where δij is the Kronecker delta. If we are in linearized gravity and imposing the TTT guage conditions,
the length element takes the form
ds2 = −c2dt2 + (δij + hij)dxidxj (2.1.8)








hij = 0 . (2.1.9)
If we consider a wave emitted from a distance source, it can be described by a plane wave whose
propagation vector lies along the unit vector which points from the source to the observer, ~k. Since
our linearized metric is just the at metric with a small correction, we can use the traditional idea of
vectors in three dimensional Euclidean space to do calculations. If we align our coordinate axis so that
~k has components









then the components of the spacial metric perturbation produced by the GW can be expressed as









where h+ and h× represent two independent polarization amplitudes of the GW. Using these, along
with the {t, x, y, z} coordinates, the form of the line element becomes
ds2 = −c2dt2 + (1 + h+(t− z))dx2 + (1− h+(t− z))dy2 + 2h×(t− z)dxdy + dz2 . (2.1.12)
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A good assumption to make is that the wave is weak, i.e. at any instant of time t,
|h+(t)|  1 and |h×(t)|  1 (2.1.13)
so we need only consider terms that are rst order in h when doing calculations [12]. Note that
this condition requires both that the gravitational eld be weak an that the coordinate system is
approximately Cartesian. If we dene the polarization matrices

















then we can also write the metric perturbation as
h = h+e+ + h×e× . (2.1.15)
Ideally, we would like to express this in a way that makes it invariant under change of basis. This
can be accomplished by dening the other two members of the orthogonal triplet associate with the ~k
vector, ~l and ~m whose components are given by

















If we now think about the polarization matrices of given in (2.1.14) as representing the components of
a tensor in some basis, then we can dene the following polarization basis tensors:
←→e + = ~̀⊗ ~̀− ~m⊗ ~m (2.1.17a)
←→e × = ~̀⊗ ~m+ ~m⊗ ~̀ . (2.1.17b)
Here, ⊗ represents the dyadic product which takes in two vectors and returns a second order tensor
known as a dyadic tensor (signied by the ↔ notation). With these, we can now express the metric
perturbation for a general plane wave propagating along, say, the +z direction in a coordinate invariant
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Figure 2.1: Basis vectors used to dene the basis tensors, from the perspective of the observer looking
at the source. The propagation unit vector ~k is pointing out of the page. The unit vector ~ı lies in
the equatorial plane perpendicular to the line of sight, pointing in the direction of decreasing right
ascension α, and the unit vector ~ points in the direction of increasing declination δ. The polarization




←→e + + h×←→e × . (2.1.18)
If we chose the ~̀ and ~m basis vectors to lie in the equatorial plane of the GW emitting system,
then we can construct the polarization which produces the signal described by (2.1.18) in which the
+ and × polarization components are out of phase by a factor of π2 . If we specify the sky position
of a GW source (by its right ascension α and its declination δ) then we have dened the direction of
the propagation vector ~k. It should be noted that this vector points not towards earth but towards
the center of mass point of the planets in the solar system, known as the solar system barycenter.
However, this is not sucient to construct the polarization basis tensors {←→e +,←→e ×} as we also need to
dene an additional polarization angle ψ which determines the orientation of the {~̀, ~m} basis vectors
(this is explained in more detail in section 2.3.2). In gure 2.1, we shows the layout of the various
angles and basis vectors.
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The reference direction ~ı is dened as a unit vector which lies in the equatorial plane of the earth,
perpendicular to the line of sight and pointing in the direction of decreasing right ascension (sometimes
referred to as West on the Sky). The angle ψ is then measured counter-clockwise from this reference
direction. Since we have the freedom to choose ~̀ and ~m to point in either direction on the sky,
we can restrict ψ to a 90 degree interval. In this paper, we choose the interval (−π/4, π/4], which
matches the one picked in previous studies (see [14] and [9]). If we similarly dene the unit vector
~ to point North on the Sky (i.e. perpendicular to the line of sight and pointing in the direction
of increasing declination) and include the propagation vector ~k, we can then construct another right-
handed orthonormal basis of the form {~ı,~,~k}. Using this alternate basis, we can construct a set of
reference polarization basis tensors of the form
←→ε + =~ı⊗~ı− ~⊗ ~ (2.1.19a)
←→ε × =~ı⊗ ~+ ~⊗~ı (2.1.19b)
which are determined entirely by the sky position of the source {α, δ}. The previous polarization basis
tensors (equation (2.1.17)) make up what is known as the natural basis, as its vectors relate directly
to the geometry of the GW source. In terms of our new reference polarization basis (which is specied
with respect to earth), the natural basis has the form
←→e + = ←→ε + cos 2ψ+←→ε × sin 2ψ (2.1.20a)
←→e × = −←→ε + sin 2ψ +←→ε × cos 2ψ . (2.1.20b)
A more in depth description of the equations used in this section can be found in [15] while alternate
prescriptions can be found in [16] and [17].
2.2 GW Interferometry
Now we give a brief overview of ground-based GW detection, for a full review see [18] or chapter
6 of [17]. The types of GW detectors being used today are known as interferometers. There are
other types of GW detectors (pulsar timing arrays, bar detectors, etc.) and dierent varieties of
interferometers (ground or space based), but in this paper we will restrict our discussion to ground
based interferometers. In short, their job is to measure the change in the lengths of the two arms
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relative to each other as a passing GW interacts with the detector. However, this change cannot
be measured directly, since the length of the detector arms is a gauge dependent quantity. For this
reason, measurements of interference patterns and light travel time are instead made as they can be
done locally and expressed in a gauge invariant form.
Interferometers consist of a beam of photons split in two by a beam splitter. Each beam is then
sent down one of two non-aligned arms of equal lengths whose ends contain reecting mirrors, which
then returns the light to the source. After the two beams are reected back (often more than once),
they are interfered to give a measure of the relative lengths of the detector arms and directed towards a
photo-detector. Any change in the interference of the beams then gives a measurements of the relative
change of the detector arm lengths. A schematic of this is shown in gure 2.2. If there is no GW
passing by, the beams of light will interfere completely destructively as the detector arms will be the
same length. If however there is an incident GW, the phase of the light down one or both of the arms
of the detector will be slightly changed, resulting in a phase shift in the beams of light when they
are recombined. Since the beams are no longer exactly out of phase, they wont interfere perfectly






























Figure 2.2: Basic diagram of an interferometric GW detector. Figure courtesy of Jess Mciver: Caltech
The reason this type of measurement is able to accurately detect a passing GW goes back to the
TTT gauge mentioned in the previous section. Since the time components of the metric perturbation
vanish in this gauge, we can make a measurement of phase shifts without worrying about the eects of
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the GW passing by. Further, if we dene our coordinate system so that the beam splitter is situated at
the origin with one of the detector arms being alleged with one of the basis vectors, then the invariance
of points in the TTT gauge implies that these coordinates will not change as the wave passes by. It
should be noted that this is not the case in any gauge, but is something unique to the TTT gauge.
2.2.1 The Long-Wavelength Approximation and the Detector Tensor
Now we evoke what is known as the long-wavelength approximation, which is valid as long as the
length of the interferometers arms are much shorter than the wavelength of the passing GW (given
as usual by the inverse of the GW frequency). To take a concrete example, the arms of the LIGO
detector have lengths of 4 km and its frequency range covers from 100-200 HZ which corresponds to
a wavelength of roughly 2000 km, so clearly the long wavelength approximation is valid for ground
based interferometers. In this regime, we can assume that the spacial metric perturbations at one end
of the detector arm is the same as it is at the other end, i.e. photons traveling down the detector arms
are in a constant gravitational potential.
As, stated in the beginning of this section, the job of an interferometer is to measure dierences in
phase of the beams traversing each of its two arms. This dierence divided by (L/c) (where L is the
length of the detector arm in question) is whats known as the GW strain, h(t). Note that although
the strain implicitly depends on time, in the long-wavelength regime we assume that it varies slowly
compared to the observing length so its time dependence can be ignored. If we are in this limit, then
the phase φ(t) of this returning light depends on the strain as φ(t) = 2kL(1 + h(t)) where k = ωc is
the wave-number. If we dene p̂ as the unit vector pointing from the emitter of the detector to the





In practice, every detector will be dierent, both in terms of physical characteristics (arm lengths,
type of detector, etc.) and orientation relative to a xed coordinate system. So in order to proceed we
need a way to characterize any given detector mathematically. This is generally done by constructing
a symmetric trace-free tensor, dab, known as the detector tensor and it will have a dierent form for
each type of detector (bar or interferometer). Specically, if we are dealing with an interferometer
10 2.2. GW Interferometry
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Its worth noting that, in general, the detector tensor will be complex and frequency depended,
but in the long wavelength limit this dependence vanishes and the function becomes real-valued. The









~p1 ⊗ ~p1 − ~p2 ⊗ ~p2
2
(2.2.5)
and : signies the double dot product. If we dene two general second order tensors
←→
A ≡ Aij and
←→




B = AijBji . (2.2.6)
Assuming the approximations made in this section are valid (long-wavelength limit, etc.), then equation
(2.2.4) tell us that the response of a detector to a GW with metric perturbation tensor
←→
h is determined
entirely by the detector tensor
←→
d .
2.2.2 Antenna Pattern Functions
If we combine equation (2.2.4) with the equation for
←→
h in terms of its polarization components (2.1.18),






←→e + + h×←→e ×) :
←→
d . (2.2.7)
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If we then dene the antenna pattern functions F+ and F× as
F+ ≡ ←→e + :
←→
d = dab←→e +ab , (2.2.8a)
F× ≡ ←→e × :
←→
d = dab←→e ×ab , (2.2.8b)
then we can rewrite equation (2.2.7) as
h = h+F+ + h×F× . (2.2.9)
At any given time, a given detector will have a certain xed detector tensor. The corresponding antenna
pattern functions will then depend on the 3 angles which dene the sky position and polarization basis,
which in our case would be the right ascension α, the declination δ and the polarization angle ψ.
The expressions for the antenna pattern functions become even simpler if we separate out their
dependence on the polarization angel ψ (similar to what was done in equation (2.1.20)):
F+(α, δ, ψ) = a(α, δ) cos 2ψ+ b(α, δ) sin 2ψ (2.2.10a)
F×(α, δ, ψ) = − a(α, δ) sin 2ψ + b(α, δ) cos 2ψ . (2.2.10b)
where we have dened the amplitude modulation coecients a and b as
a ≡ ←→ε + :
←→
d = dab←→ε +ab , (2.2.11a)
b ≡ ←→ε × :
←→
d = dab←→ε ×ab . (2.2.11b)
These coecients are dened with respect to the reference polarization basis (equation (2.1.19)) and
depend both on the sky position of the source and the sidereal time at which your measurement is
taking place.
2.3 Polarization and Signal Amplitudes
There are many dierent techniques used to determine the strength of a passing GW signal, but one
of the most widely used is given by the quadrupole formalism. As a trade of for extremely reliable
predictions about a variety of astrophysical sources without constraints on the source gravitational
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eld strength, it requires that the source be slowly evolving so that the internal motions of the source
are negligible. It turns out that this is equivalent to requiring that the size of the emitting source be
small compared to the wavelength of the GW it emits, i.e. the long-wavelength limit which, from the
previous section, we already know we are in. In the following sections, we will give a brief overview on
how this formalism is used to determine the GW amplitude strength.
2.3.1 The Quadrupole Formula
In general, the GWs seen from a distant source will be in the form of quadrupole radiation. Given a
coordinate system (t, xas) which is centered on the the GW source, the metric perturbation hab can


















s is the source distance, t is the proper time measured by the observer and Jab is
the reduced quadrupole moment.
If we let the unit vector na = xas/R point in the direction of the wave propagation, we can dene
an operator Pab which projects 3 dimensional vectors into the two dimensional plane orthogonal to na
as
Pab = δab − nanb . (2.3.2)
With this operator, it can be shown (see [16]) that the transverse-traceless (TT) part of the quadrupole
moment can be expressed as




If we assume our wave is propagating in the +z direction, then it can be shown that the polarization

































However, usually we do not assume coordinate system centered on the GW source, but instead one
based on the solar system, as that is more convenient. If we then dene a new solar-system-related
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coordinate system (t, xa) which is centered on the solar system barycenter at a distance r∗ from the































2.3.2 Continuous Wave Sources
The types of GW signals we are dealing with in this paper are those generated by non-precessing
systems whose quadrupole moments vary in a nearly periodic fashion, such as those produced by a
triaxial neutron star rotating about its principal axis or the slowly evolving inspiral of a compact
object binary [22]. The signal geometry is the same in both cases, but the equatorial plane of rotation
considered when studying a spinning neutron star must be replaced by the orbital plane of the compact
object binary. However for sake of clarity we will refer only to neutron stars in this paper. These objects
will give o continuous GWs, which are a class of waves whose frequency and amplitude are constant
with time. Rotation alone is not a sucient condition however, since any rotating body which is
symmetric about its rotation axis will not emit GWs [8]. In order for a spinning neutron star to emit
GWs over an extended time period, it must have some intrinsic, long-lived asymmetry. There have
been several mechanisms proposed to account for the creation of such an asymmetry which we will
briey summarize.
Its been suggested that the asymmetries can arise from irregularities in the crust of the NS, possibly
from strains that have built up as the star begins to spin down or from irregularities associated with
the stars formation that have been frozen as the star cools [23]. Its also possible that the strong
magnetic eld intrinsic to the NS may not be perfectly aligned with its rotation axis. The corresponding
distortion produced by the associated magnetic pressure would then result in the NS being asymmetric
[24]. Also, the rotation axis may not coincide with the principal axis of the NS moment of inertia tensor.
This will cause the star to precess, resulting in the emission of GWs [25]. Accretion by a NS from an
orbiting or binary companion can also drive the star to emit gravitational radiation. This can happen
in at least two ways: either through precession caused by accretion of angular momentum which is
not aligned to the stars spin axis or by excitation of the unstable normal rotational modes of a very
rapidly spinning star [8]. Its also been pointed out in [26] that if accretion has spun a NS up to the CFS
gravitational radiation instability point, it will go non-axisymmetric and radiate any further accreted
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angular momentum away as GW.
In order to work out the strength of GWs induced by this type of system, let us consider an
asymmetric mass distribution rotating rigidly with a constant angular velocity about one of its principal






1 r2 − ~r ⊗ ~r
)
d3V . (2.3.6)
The moment of inertia tensor can then be expanded in terms of its principal inertia axes { ~u1, ~u2, ~u3}
as
←→
I = I1~u1 ⊗ ~u1 + I2~u2 ⊗ ~u2 + I3~u3 ⊗ ~u3 , (2.3.7)
where I1, I2 and I3 are constants determined by the system geometry.
The principal axes form a basis and if we assume a rotation speed of Ω about principal axis ~u3, then
it can be shown that the polarization components of a GW from a continuous wave system (equation
(2.3.5b)) can have the form
h+ = h0
(
1 + cos2 ι
2
)
cos(Φ(t) + φ0) (2.3.8a)
h× = h0 cos ι sin(Φ(t) + φ0) , (2.3.8b)






and φ0 = −2Ωt0 (2.3.9)
with t0 being the time of emission of the GW. The quantity h0 is known the GW amplitude and can






The simple forms of the plus and cross polarization components of equation (2.3.8) come about via
a choice of orientation of the GW source, i.e. the polarization angle ψ. If one denes the polarization
basis vector ~l to lie along a line orthogonal to both the system angular momentum direction and the
direction of propagation, then ψ is taken as the angle from this line to West on the sky. The eect
of this choice on the forms of the polarization amplitudes is the reason that ψ is also considered an
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amplitude parameter. It should be noted that we have elected to exclude many of the details of this
calculation as they are readily available in the literature. For much more in depth derivations of the
equations used in this section, see [15] [16] and [17].
2.4 Statistical Theory of Gravitational Wave Detection
The data from any GW detector will necessarily follow a random (or stochastic) process. This data
will contain not only the details of the GW signal being searched for, but also the noise of the detector
intermixed with the signal. As a result, the problem of extracting the signal information from this
combined data can be solved statistically. The basic idea is that the presence of a signal changes
the statistical properties of the data, x, specically its probability distribution. However, since GW
signals are expected to be extremely weak, optimized statistical methods for signal extraction must
be developed. In this thesis we will be focusing on analysis of data from ground-based interferometric
GW detectors, but in general these techniques can be used for a variety of detectors (pulsar timing
arrays, space-based interferometers, etc.).
2.4.1 Inner Product and Gaussian Noise
A stochastic process is dened as a sequence of random variables which represent some time series.
Although we do not know the explicit form of this series ahead of time, we can gure out some of its
statistical properties. The statistical properties of the data are determined both by the power spectrum
and the probability distribution describing the Fourier components of the data. If these properties
remain constant over time, we call it a stationary random process. In this paper we will be considering
a special class of stationary random processes known as Gaussian random processes. See [17] for a full
description of the equations used in this section.
Suppose we have a noise time series x(t) with a mean of zero and variance-covariance matrix K
which is sampled at regular intervals to produce a set of N samples xj (note that Kij = K(ti − tj)
where K(τ) is the autocorrelation function). If these xj are independent Gaussian random variables,
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This is called Gaussian stationary noise. It has associated with it some (single-sided) noise power
spectral density, S(f), dened as the noise power per unit of bandwidth (or equivalently as twice the
Fourier transform of the auto-correlation function).
If we assume Gaussian stationary noise with a known power spectral density Sn, then the probability
density function (pdf) for our time series x(t) is given by
pdf(x(t)|Sn) = κe−
1
2 (x|x) . (2.4.2)
Here, κ is a normalization constant and the noise-weighted inner product (x(t)|y(t)) of two time series
x(t) and y(t) is dened as






where ∗ denotes taking a complex conjugate and x̃(f) represents the continuous Fourier transform of





2.4.2 Hypothesis Testing and Detection Statistics
Suppose that the strain data x(t) recorded by some GW detector consists of both a noise random
process n(t) and possibly a passing GW of known form h(t;A) where A is a set of unknown amplitude
parameters (for example {h0, χ, ψ, φ0} of equation (2.3.8)). It should be noted that we are assuming
the Doppler parameters are known, which corresponds to a targeted search for GWs. The problem of
detecting the signal in the noise background can be posed in the language of a statistical hypothesis
test where we are trying to distinguish between two hypotheses: The null hypothesis HN ≡ the signal
consists of only noise, and the alternative hypothesis HS ≡ the signal contains both the noise and
GW signal. It should be noted that HN is a simple hypothesis (i.e. all of the model parameters are
specied since h = 0) and HS is a composite hypothesis as the model parameters A are unknown.
Mathematically, they can be expressed as
Null Hypothesis HN : x(t) = n(t) ; (2.4.5a)
Alternative Hypothesis HS : x(t) = n(t) + h(t;A) . (2.4.5b)
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A hypothesis test (sometimes called a decision rule) is a partition of the space of possible data sets
based on some criterion. We then consider a region of the multi-dimensional data space called the
critical region, C, and test if a certain data set {xj} resides within it or not. If {xj} is in the region
C, we reject the null hypothesis, otherwise we do not reject it. It is worth noting that this does not
mean that we should accept the null hypothesis however, as the data being in the critical region only
means that the data is consistent with the null hypothesis. It could be the case that the experiment
was not powerful enough to distinguish between the two hypotheses.
This kind of test is subject to two distinct types of error, denoted as type I and type II. Type I
errors, known as `false alarms', involve rejecting the null hypothesis HN when the null hypothesis is
actually true (i.e. seeing a signal when there is none). Type II errors are called `false dismissals' and
they happen when the null hypothesis is chosen when it should have been rejected (seeing no signal
when there actually is one). In addition to these, the quantity 1 − (false dismissal probability) is the
`detection probability' of the signal through the noise [12].
If the null and alternative hypotheses each completely dene a sampling distribution, then it is
possible to construct a mathematical object known as the most powerful detection statistic. Simply
put, it is a function of the data which can be used to decide whether to reject the null hypothesis or
not. In more formal language, a detection statistic Θ(x) is some real-values function of the data x
dened such that the corresponding test of threshold Θ∗ decides for HN if Θ(x) < Θ∗ and for HS if
Θ(x) > Θ∗ [9]. The problem is then to nd some detection statistic which is optimal in some way to
give the highest chance of signal detection. This amounts to nding a way to deal with the parameters
of the likelihood ratio of the data but, as we will see in the next chapter, there are several dierent
methods that are used to do this.
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3.1 Dierent Coordinates on Amplitude Parameter Space
The process of searching for gravitational waves (GW) usually involves testing one's data for the
presence of signals which come from a family of known waveforms, parametrized by a set of unknown
system parameters (sky position, distance to source, orientation of the orbital/equilateral plane, etc.).
The parameter space of all possible GWs is vast, so here we limit ourselves to considering only the
class of coherent GWs which have constant amplitudes and polarizations as a function of time. From
these, we can distinguish two distinct classes of system parameters. The initial phase of the GW φ0,
the inclination of the system angular momentum vector to the line of sight ι, a polarization angle
φ and a combination of the rotation frequency, source distance and equatorial quadrupole moments
of the source known as the signal amplitude h0 are called amplitude parameters". The other class
contains what are known as phase-evolution parameters" which determine the time evolution of the
system (sometimes referred to as Doppler or intrinsic parameters).
3.1.1 Physical Coordinates
The parameters which are most closely associated with the state of the emitting system are the
amplitude parameters {h0, ι, ψ, φ0} (see equations (2.3.8), (2.3.9) and (2.3.10)) and these form their
own set of coordinates on the amplitude parameter space. The parameter values which can model
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signals of the form given in (2.1.18) fall into the following ranges,




< ψ ≤ π
4
and 0 ≤ φ0 < 2π . (3.1.2)
Considering the form of the polarization basis tensors and the GW signal, these ranges are such
that any simultaneous transformations of the polarization angle and initial phase of the forms ψ →
ψ + π/2 (which transforms {←→e +,←→e ×} → {−←→e +,−←→e ×}) and φ0 → φ0 + π (which transforms
{cosφ0, sinφ0} → {− cosφ0,− sinφ0}) will leave the initial GW signal equation unchanged.




(1 + χ2) and A× = h0χ . (3.1.3)
Using this, we dene the physical coordinates to be the set {h0, χ, ψ, φ0} where the parameter χ has
the range
− 1 ≤ χ ≤ 1 . (3.1.4)
This, coupled with the range of h0, implies that
0 ≤ A+ <∞ and −A+ ≤ A× ≤ A+ . (3.1.5)
Now we consider some special cases when χ takes on specic values. When χ = 0 (ι = π/2), the
GW signal is said to be linearly polarized. Here, the plus and cross polarization amplitudes take on
values of h0/2 and zero respectively. This then implies that only the plus polarization basis state










cos(φ(τ) + φ0) (
←→ε + cos 2ψ +←→ε × sin 2ψ) .
(3.1.6)
When ι = 0 (χ = 1), the GW signal has right circular polarization. Here, we see that A+ = A× = h0
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and the GW signal equation has the form
←→
h (τ) = h0 [cos(φ(τ) + φ0)
←→e + + sin(φ(τ) + φ0)←→e ×]
= h0 [cos(φ(τ) + φ0 − 2ψ)←→ε + + sin(φ(τ) + φ0 − 2ψ)←→ε ×] .
(3.1.7)
In this case, we can see there is a degeneracy between the coordinates ψ and φ0, in that the signal
only depends on the combination φ0−2ψ which can take on the same value for dierent {φ0, ψ} pairs.
We see something similar when we consider a left circularly polarized GW, where we now have that
A+ = −A× = h0 and the signal tensor has the form
←→
h (τ) = h0 [cos(φ(τ) + φ0)
←→e + − sin(φ(τ) + φ0)←→e ×]
= h0 [cos(φ(τ) + φ0 + 2ψ)
←→ε + − sin(φ(τ) + φ0 + 2ψ)←→ε ×] .
(3.1.8)
Upon inspection, we see that we have the same kind of ψ - φ0 degeneracy as the right handed case,
but now with the signal depending on φ0 + 2ψ. [14]
3.1.2 JKS Coordinates
It was rst shown in [8] that the GW tensor waveform given by (2.1.18) can be expressed as a linear
combination of template waveforms
←→
h µ as follows,
←→




←→ε + cosφ(τ) (3.1.10a)
←→
h 2(τ) =
←→ε × cosφ(τ) (3.1.10b)
←→
h 3(τ) =
←→ε + sinφ(τ) (3.1.10c)
←→
h 4(τ) =
←→ε × sinφ(τ) (3.1.10d)
are the basis waveforms. Here, we have used the Einstein summation convention which implies a
summation over repeated indices (µ) with an index running from 1 to 4. The coecients (Aµ's) in
the above equation dene another coordinate system on the amplitude parameter space known as the
Jaranowski-Krolak-Schutz (JKS) coordinates. In order for the expression above to be linear, these
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coordinates must have the following relation to the 4 physical amplitude parameters:
A1 = A+ cos 2ψ cosφ0 −A× sin 2ψ sinφ0 (3.1.11a)
A2 = A+ sin 2ψ cosφ0 +A× cos 2ψ sinφ0 (3.1.11b)
A3 = −A+ cos 2ψ sinφ0 −A× sin 2ψ cosφ0 (3.1.11c)
A4 = −A+ sin 2ψ sinφ0 +A× cos 2ψ cosφ0 . (3.1.11d)
These denitions make it clear that the JKS coordinates {A1,A3} and {A2,A4} are the amplitudes
of the plus and cross polarized parts of the GW signal tensor respectively, evaluated in a specic
polarization basis.
3.1.3 CPF (Circular Polarization Factored) Coordinates
It was shown in [14] that there exists another set of coordinates {Aµ̆} such that the GW signal can
still be expressed as a linear combination of basis waveforms with these new coordinates as coecients,
the signal then having the form
←→
h (τ ;A, λ) = Aµ̆←→h µ̆(τ ;λ) . (3.1.12)
Here, the
←→

























h 3 . (3.1.13d)
If we dene left and right-handed polarization basis tensors ←→ε r and ←→ε l as
←→ε r =←→ε + + i←→ε × and ←→ε l =←→ε + − i←→ε × , (3.1.14)
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then the waveforms of equation (3.1.13) become simplied as have the form
←→



















This shows us, in a manner similar to the JKS coordinates, that the coordinate pairs {A1̆,A2̆}
and {A3̆,A4̆} represent the amplitudes of the right and left handed polarized parts of the GW signal
respectively. Its for this reason, the {Aµ̆} coordinates are referred to as circular polarization factored
(CPF) coordinates. Looking now at the form of the CPF coordinates, they are related to the JKS









































sin(φ0 − 2ψ) . (3.1.17d)
Now we introduce polar coordinates on each of the two dimensional subspaces:
A1̆ = Ar cosφr and A2̆ = Ar sinφr (3.1.18a)
A3̆ = Al cosφl and A4̆ = Al sinφl , (3.1.18b)
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Figure 3.1: Correspondence between the CPF-polar coordinates {Ar, φr, Al, φl} and the physical
amplitude parameters {h0, χ = cos ι, ψ, φ0}. At left are lines of constant h0 ∈ [0,∞) and χ ∈ [−1, 1].
The positive Ar and Al axes corresponds to where the GW signal is right and left circularly polarized
respectively. At right, the region of polarization ψ ∈ (−π/4, π/4] and phase φ0 ∈ [0, 2π) is shown in
the {φr, φl} plane; φr and φl are each vary periodically, with period 2π. We can see that that the
principal {ψ, φ0} region is equivalent to the region φr ∈ [0, 2π), φl ∈ [0, 2π). Figure taken from [14]
where {Ar, Al, φr, φl} form a set of coordinates called CPF-polar coordinates. In terms of the physical


















and φl = φ0 − 2ψ . (3.1.19b)
The ranges associated with these coordinates are what one would expect just from the fact that they
are polar coordinates, namely
0 ≤ Ar <∞ and 0 ≤ Al <∞ , (3.1.20)
0 ≤ φr < 2π and 0 ≤ φl < 2π , (3.1.21)
The relationships between the CPF-polar and physical coordinates as well as their ranges are shown
in gure 3.1.
The relations from (3.1.19) can be inverted in order to obtain equations for the physical coordinates
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The polar coordinates can also be related to the regular CPF coordinates {Aµ̆}by
Ar =
√
(A1̆)2 + (A2̆)2 and Al =
√
(A3̆)2 + (A4̆)2 . (3.1.23)
3.1.4 Circular and Linear Polarization
Going back to the polarizations dened in section 3.1.1, when χ = 1, so that A× = A+, the CPF-polar
amplitude coordinates become Ar = h0 and Al = 0 and the GW has right circular polarization (see
[14]). In this regime, the combination ArAl vanishes, and the amplitude parameters become
A1 = A4 = A1̆ = h0 cos(φ0 + 2ψ) (3.1.24a)
A2 = −A3 = A2̆ = h0 sin(φ0 + 2ψ) (3.1.24b)
A3̆ = A4̆ = 0 (3.1.24c)
The gravitational waveform (2.1.18) can then be completely described by the amplitude h0 and the
phase φr = φ0 + 2ψ, exhibiting a degeneracy between ψ and φ0.
An analogous situation arise when χ = −1, so that A× = −A+, Ar = 0 and Al = h0 (i.e. left
circular polarization) and in this case the amplitude parameters become
A1̆ = A2̆ = 0 (3.1.25a)
A1 = −A4 = A3̆ = h0 cos(φ0 − 2ψ) (3.1.25b)
−A2 = −A3 = A4̆ = h0 sin(φ0 − 2ψ) (3.1.25c)
The description of the waveform is the same except for the phase now being φl = φ0−2ψ. Alternatively
in linear polarization, when χ = 0, we have that A+ = h0/2 and A× = 0 which implies Âr = Âl and
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cos 2ψ cosφ0 (3.1.26a)
A2 = h0
2
sin 2ψ cosφ0 (3.1.26b)
A3 = −h0
2
cos 2ψ sinφ0 (3.1.26c)
A4 = −h0
2
sin 2ψ sinφ0 . (3.1.26d)
3.2 Frequentist Approach: F-Statistic
A popular orthodox approach for choosing a detection statistic consists of maximizing the likelihood
function of the data over the four amplitude parameters. It was rst shown in [8] that this maximization
can be achieved analytically, resulting in a computationally ecient detection statistic, known as the
F-statistic, which has been used in a number of searches for GWs (e.g. [5], [13], [27], [3], [28], [29], [30],
[31] to name a few). In this section, we give a brief overview of the derivation of the multi-detector
F-statistic, rst done by [32] and [33].
If we are comparing two simple hypotheses HN and HS(A) for a set of known parameters A, then
the Neyman-Pearson Lemma states that the most powerful test (i.e. the test which gives the greatest




If we then assume stationary Gaussian noise, then we can use equation (2.4.2) to show that the
distribution function of the data under the null hypothesis (x(t) = n(t)) is
pdf(x|HN ) = pdf(x|Sn) = κe−
1
2 (x|x) . (3.2.2)
Likewise, under the alternative hypothesis, n(t) = x(t) − h(t;A) so the corresponding distribution
function is given by
pdf(x|HS) = pdf(x|hSn) = κe−
1
2 (x−h|x−h) . (3.2.3)
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2 (h|h) . (3.2.4)
However, we are not dealing with two simple hypotheses, but instead a simple and composite one
in which the model parameters are unknown. In this case, the standard frequentist framework will
not in general provide an independent detection statistic. This is because the Neyman-Pearson lemma
can't be applied without more information about the parameters in question, because the likelihood
ratio depends on the parameter values (i.e. which member of the composite hypothesis family you're
talking about). The typical way of dealing with a composite hypothesis is to use the maximum of the
log of the likelihood ratio, Λ(A;x), over the entire parameter space. Using this idea, we dene the
F-statistic as
F(x) = max[lnL(x;A)] = max[Λ(A;x)] (3.2.5)
Using equations (3.1.12) and (3.2.4), the log-likelihood ratio can be written as




where we have dened
xµ̆ = (x|hµ̆) , and Mµ̆ν̆ = (hµ̆|hν̆) . (3.2.7)




It should also be noted that we are adopting the convention that A with no superscripts refers to
some arbitrary set of coordinates on the amplitude parameter space, while quantities like {Aµ̆} refer
to specic sets of coordinates.
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3.2.1 Amplitude Parameter Metric
The analytic form of the amplitude parameter metricMµ̆ν̆ was rst calculated in [34] and [33]. It was
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The explicit forms of the matrix elements {I, J,K,L} can be obtained by dividing that strain data from
each detector X into short stretches of data [tl, tl+Tsft) of length Tsft and taking the Fourier transform.
We can also dene the the total observing time Tobs as Tsft × (total number of data stretches). If we
let SXl (f0) be the one-sided noise power spectrum about the frequency f0 in detector X during time








































AXl (f0) = a
X
l (f0)− ibXl (f0) (3.2.11a)
BXl (f0) = a
X
l (f0) + ib
X
l (f0) (3.2.11b)
and aXl (f0) and b
X
l (f0) are the amplitude modulation coecients (see equation (2.2.11)) for detector
X in time interval l about frequency f0. Now we will choose to use a noise power spectrum which is
constant for all detectors and over all observation time segments, which reduces SXl (f0) to the constant
Sn. If we also assume the same observation duration for each detector, the entities of equation (3.2.10)
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where {Iavg, Javg,Kavg, Lavg} are now quantities averaged over the number of time segments which
contain the sums over X and l for {I, J,K,L} respectively. It should be noted that these simplifying
assumptions are made only for the ease of calculation; the results hereafter do not depend on them
and will be the same for any amplitude metric which matches (3.2.9).
In the long-wavelength limit, the amplitude modulation coecients reduce to real valued constants
which implies that AX∗l (f0) = B
X
l (f0), or equivalently I = J , in this limit. The average over sidereal
times (summation over l) tells us that the components will also be independent of right ascension, and
thus only depend on declination. To show this, the top panel of 3.2 has the various metric components
plotted against source declination. An interesting feature of this plot is that the component K is
approximately zero, which is not surprising given that the data represents all sidereal times uniformly.
Since I = J and K ≈ 0, the quantity L/I will be a good measure of the non-trivial structure of the
metric. In order to see how this quantity evolves, the bottom panel of 3.2 shows a plot of L/I v.s.
declination. For clarication, the sum over X in the component equations indicates we are dealing
with multi-detector systems (for single detectors this sum would only have one term). Its also worth
noting that the average over sidereal times mentioned above is an assumption. There have been other
studies (see [9]) which do not use this technique and end up having non-zero K values as a result. We
explore the extent to which this assumption holds true in section 4.5.
Using these denitions, it was shown in [14] that the linear and quadratic parts of the log-likelihood
ratio can be written, respectively, in the {Aµ̆} coordinates as
Aµ̆xµ̆ = Ar(x1̆ cosφr + x2̆ sinφr) +Al(x3̆ cosφl + x4̆ sinφl) . (3.2.13)
and
Aµ̆Mµ̆ν̆Aν̆ = I[(A1̆)2 + (A2̆)2] + J [(A3̆)2 + (A4̆)2]





+ 2ArAl [K sin(φr − φl) + L cos(φr − φl)] .
(3.2.14)
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Figure 3.2: Top panel : This plot shows the components of the amplitude parameter metric of equation
(3.2.9) scaled by the square of the signal amplitude and plotted against the declination of the GW
source. The components themselves have units of 1/strain2 so the combinations on the plot are
dimensionless. We can see that L always takes on values less than or equal to zero while the I and J
components are equal to each other, which follows from the fact that E = 0 (see equation (3.2.10)) in
the long-wavelength approximation. The plot also shows that K ≈ 0, which is the result of assuming
our data averages over an integer number sidereal days. Bottom panel : This plot shows the ratio of
the L and I components of the amplitude parameter metric of equation (3.2.9) plotted against the
declination of the GW source. The components themselves have units of 1/strain2 so their ratio is
dimensionless. We can see that the values are always less than or equal to zero, which follows from L
being negative. Its also clear that the ratio approaches zero when the absolute value of the declination
approaches 90.
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In order to maximize this, we can use the fact that the amplitude parameters {Aµ̆} which maximize
the log-likelihood ratio Λ({Aµ̆};x) are given by
Âµ̆(x) =Mµ̆ν̆xν̆ , (3.2.15)
where {Mµ̆ν̆} is the matrix inverse of {Mµ̆ν̆}. Equation (3.2.15) allows us to write the data vector,
xµ̆ in terms of the A
µ̆ coordinates as follows:
x1̆ = IÂ1̆ + LÂ3̆ −KÂ4̆ (3.2.16a)
x2̆ = IÂ2̆ +KÂ3̆ + LÂ4̆ (3.2.16b)
x3̆ = LÂ1̆ +KÂ2̆ + JÂ3̆ (3.2.16c)
x4̆ = −KÂ1̆ + LÂ2̆ + JÂ4̆ . (3.2.16d)
Combining all of this with equation (3.2.8), we can now express the F-statistic in terms of maximum























3.3 Bayesian Approach: B-Statistic
In this section, we explore how one can use a Bayesian approach to construct a classical detection
statistic as an alternative to the frequentist F-statistic in the Neyman-Pearson framework. Using the
methods of Bayesian hypothesis testing as was rst done by Prix and Krishnan in [9], one can compute
the probability of dierent hypotheses using information such as the observed data x(t) and all the
prior information and assumptions made about the system (see also [35], [36], [37], [38]). In order to
distinguish between our two hypotheses, the odds ratio OSN between them (the ratio of the probability
that HS is true given the data to the probability that HN is true given the data) must be calculated.
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known as the Bayes factor.
Using both the product rule for joint probabilities and the sum rule for marginalizing over the





Using this along with the denition of the likelihood ratio (equation (3.2.4)), we now dene the B-
statistic as
B(x) ≡ BSN (x) =
∫
eΛ(A;x) pdf(A|HS) d4A . (3.3.4)
Its should be noted that, contrary to the F-statistic (equation (3.2.17)) which was obtained by max-
imizing the likelihood ratio L(x;A) over the nuisance parameters" Aµ, the Bayes factor BSN (x)
consists of marginalizing L(x;A) with an amplitude prior pdf(A|HS), which adequately describes our
lack of knowledge with respect to the system's amplitude parameters.
3.3.1 Prior Probability Distributions
Despite our assumed ignorance about the amplitude parameters of the GW signal, we have made
a number of model assumptions about the geometry of the emitting system (see section 2). These
assumptions can be used in create what's known as a prior probability distribution, which is the
distribution containing all we know about our amplitude parameters before doing any actual statistical
analysis. A prior can be determined from past information, such as a previous experiment, or can be
dened from a subjective assessment of the geometry of the system which is being considered. Contrary
to the maximum-likelihood approach, the Bayesian framework requires the explicit prescription of a
prior probability distribution for the unknown signal parameters. Here, we will consider the dierent
priors which arise from our model and how the eect the properties of the detection statistics.
If we look at the form of the likelihood function (equation (3.2.4)), an obvious (although unphysical)
choice would be a prior which is uniform in the Aµ coordinates, i.e. something of the form
pdf({Aµ}|HS) = C (Canonical Prior) (3.3.5)
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This is referred to in [9] as the canonical prior where C is an arbitrary normalization constant. Note
that this is an improper prior, so the normalization factor can not be determine as usual by integrating
and setting equal to unity. Using this as a prior, the marginalization of equation (3.3.4) becomes a
Gaussian integral, whose result is
B(x) = C
∫




From this, it is clear that if we use a uniform amplitude prior in the Aµ coordinates, we arrive back
at the F-statistic (equation (3.2.17)). I.e. using the maximized likelihood as a detection statistic is
equivalent to using a marginalized likelihood with the above unphysical prior distribution. It is for this
reason that this prior is also sometimes referred to as the F-stat prior. However there is the additional
factor of det(Mµν), which depends on the sky position of the GW source and observation duration
(as is described in section 3.2.1). If we are dealing with targeted searches of sources with known sky
positions, this factor is constant and does not eect the power of B(x) as a detection statistic, so
the B and F-statistics are essentially equivalent. However, as pointed out by [37], when investigating
searches over unknown sky positions this extra weighting factor would have an impact.
Now we consider a more realistic prior based on what our model tells us about the physical coor-
dinates {h0, χ, ψ, φ0}. The initial phase of the GW is directly related to the angle of rotation for the
quadrupolar deformation of the NS with respect to its rotation axis at some xed time. This implies
that the probability density function for φ0 must be independent of the other coordinates {h0, χ, ψ}.





In gure 2.1, we saw that the orientation of the rotation axis (with respect to the observer frame) is
determined by χ and ψ. Given no information about the geometry of the emitting system, we can
at least say that there will be an isotropic probability distribution about the rotation axis due to the
rotational symmetry of the system. This coupled with the transformational symmetry discussed in the
beginning of section 3.1 and the fact that χ and ψ are independent degrees of freedom allows us to
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Next we examine the signal amplitude h0. In opposition to the previous variables, there is no obvious
choice for a prior distribution. As stated in [9], one could devolve a prior using equation (2.3.10)
which would match a specic astrophysical system if priors for the relevant quantities like spin rate
and source distance are also available. However, for simplicity, we will assign a uniform prior of the
form
pdf(h0|Hs) = A (3.3.10)
for some constant A. Combining equations (3.3.7) - (3.3.10) gives us a total prior distribution for all
physical amplitude parameters. This is referred to as the isotropic prior (because of its implication
that the distribution of NS spins will be isotropic) and it has the form
pdf(h0, χ, ψ, φ0|Hs) =
A
2π2
(Isotropic prior) . (3.3.11)
One can convert this into JKS coordinates (or vice versa) by using the Jacobian for the transfor-
mation from the {h0, χ, ψ, φ0} to the {Aµ} coordinate systems. This was derived in [14] and shown to
be







dh0 dχ dψ dφ0 . (3.3.12)
This then implies that the explicit transformation formula between the two sets of coordinates is given
by
pdf(A1,A2,A3,A4|Hs) =
4 pdf(h0, χ, ψ, φ0|Hs)
h30 (1− χ2)3
. (3.3.13)
It should be noted that all of the prior distributions discussed in this section match those used in
previous studies of Bayesian parameter estimation ([27] and [39]) and Monte Carlo simulations of GW
signals ([14], [9], [3]).
3.3.2 Evaluation of Integral
The subject of explicit evaluation of the B-statistic integral was explored extensively by Whelan, Prix,
Cutler and Willis in [14]. In their study, integrations over dierent sets coordinates were attempted,
but those which gave the most compact result were the physical coordinates. Using the isotropic
prior discussed in the previous section, they showed that the B-statistic integral in the {h0, χ, ψ, φ0}
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and the integrations over φ0 and h0 have been done analytically (the denitions of ω(x;χ, ψ) and
γ(χ, ψ) are given below). In this expression, I0 represents the zeroth order modied Bessel function of






ez cos(θ)dθ . (3.3.16)
It should be noted that we will not usually deal with just B(x), but instead with the quantity
ln[B(x)/B(0)]. This is more convenient to work with because it is more directly comparable to the F-
statistic, and because the integral of equation (3.3.6) equals one when x = 0 the arbitrary normalization
















The form of the function γ(χ, ψ) can be obtained from its denition in [14], namely
Aµ̆Mµ̆ν̆Aν̆ = h20[γ(χ, ψ)]2 . (3.3.18)



















Since this function is independent of the data vector x we are able to plot it against the two variables
which must still be integrated over, namely ψ and χ, to get a better understanding of it. This is shown
in gure 3.3. From this plot, we can see that the minima of the function are at the zero points of the
two physical coordinates, which makes sense giving the denitions of Ar and Al. Its also clear that the
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function depends much more strongly on the parameter χ then it does on ψ, which is also not surprising
given L is small and K ≈ 0 so all the ψ dependence of γ is in small valued terms. Its also clear that
the values of γ(χ, ψ)2 are always positive numbers, which insures that there are no singularity issues
or unwanted imaginary numbers arising in the integration equations of the B-statistic.
Figure 3.3: A contour- scatter plot of γ(χ, ψ)2 (see equation (3.3.19)) plotted against the dimensionless
variable χ and ψ which has units of radians. The dimensionless values of h20γ
2 for each point are shown
by the color bar on the right hand side. Its clear that the minimum of the function is at the zero points
of the two physical coordinates and that the functions values are also always greater than zero, which
prevents singularities in the B-statistic integral equations. In addition, we can see that the function
depends much more strongly on the parameter χ then it does on ψ. This indicates that the inclination
of the source could have a large impact on detection, which is not surprising as this is the parameter
which determines the type of polarization the incoming GW has.
The derivation of the equation for the function ω(x;χ, ψ) goes along the same lines, but is a bit
more extensive requiring use of the trigonometric sum and dierence rules. Starting with its denition
(again from [14])
Aµ̆xµ̆ = h0 ω(x;χ, ψ) cos(φ0 − ϕ0(x;χ, ψ)) (3.3.20)
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along with equation (3.2.13) and the denitions of the CPF-polar coordinates, it can be shown that
Aµ̆xµ̆ = Ar(x1̆ cos(φr) + x2̆ sin(φr)) +Al(x3̆ cos(φl) + x4̆ sin(φl))
= U cos(φ0) + V sin(φ0) =
√








U = cos(2ψ)(Arx1̆ +Alx3̆) + sin(2ψ)(Arx2̆ −Alx4̆) (3.3.22a)
V = cos(2ψ)(Arx2̆ +Alx4̆)− sin(2ψ)(Arx1̆ −Alx3̆) (3.3.22b)





U2 + V 2 . (3.3.23)
3.3.3 Comparison to F-Statistic
In terms of its usefulness as a detection statistic, the B-statistic has been shown to be more powerful
than the F-statistic in certain situations. Specically, in [9], Prix and Krishnan examined four dierent
situations and explored how the B and F-statistics compared over a range of false alarm rates. In the
top row of gure 3.4, we show the results of the rst two of these cases, which are ROC curves for
F-statistic and B-statistic in the case of a signal population consisting of all linearly polarized sources
(left panel) and all nearly-circularly polarized sources (right panel). These correspond to situations in
which all spinning GW sources happen to be either edge-on or face-on respectively, with the observer
having no knowledge of this before hand. As one might expect, these both are highly unphysical. Just
for completeness, they used values of L/I = −.206 and K/I = −.054 in their simulations.
The plots show that the B-statistic is more powerful in the case of all nearly circularly polarized
sources, but not for all linearly polarized ones, which is not surprising given the fact that the F-
statistic prior is biased in favor of linear polarization. Its worth noting that this does not imply that
the F-statistic is more powerful if we know a given source to be linearly polarized. One would fold this
knowledge into the prior of the B-statistic. Since there is no natural way in which this knowledge can
be incorporated into the F-statistic, the resulting B-statistic would therefore be more powerful than
the F-statistic [9].
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Figure 3.4: ROC curves comparing F-statistic, B-statistic, and the perfect-match likelihood ratio
L(As). The signal populations consist of a linearly polarized signal with cos ι = 0 and ψ = 0 (top left
panel), a nearly circularly polarized signal with cos ι = 0.99 and ψ = 0 (top right panel), while the
second set shows the case where the signals are drawn from a population of randomly distributed cos ι
and ψ, according to the isotropic prior (cf. 3.3.1), with a xed SNR of 4 (bottom left panel) and a
xed amplitude of h0 = 10
√
Sn (bottom right panel). For all linearly polarized sources, the F-statistic
does better while in the case of all nearly-circularly polarized sources the B-statistic is more powerful.
In the case of signals drawn from an isotropic prior, the B-statistic is more powerful. Taken from [9]
They also looked at to two more realistic cases, in which the signals are drawn from a population of
randomly distributed cos ι and ψ, according to the isotropic prior (cf. section 3.3.1), with a xed SNR
of 4 (left panel) and a xed amplitude of h0 = 10
√
Sn (right panel). The resulting ROC curves are
shown in the bottom row of gure 3.4. Its clear that in these case, the B-statistic is the more powerful
of the two, having higher detection probabilities at every false alarm rate. It should be noted that if
the signals populations were draws instead from the isotropic prior with a uniform h0 prior, then the
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B-statistic would always be more powerful but we cant simulate this since the prior is improper. The
analysis of Prix and Krishnan shows that even when dierent signal priors are chosen, the B-statistic
will be more powerful unless the source is assumed to be linearly polarized.
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B-Statistic Approximation
From the last chapter, we now have explicit and exact equations for both the B-statistic and the
F-statistic. The formula for the F-statistic is rather straightforward, however the equation for the B-
statistic, while potentially more useful, requires a non-analytic integral which can be computationally
inecient to evaluate numerically. Considering gure 3.2, we notice that the metric components K
and L are small compared I and J . This implies that it is possible to Taylor expand the log-likelihood
ratio about these points. In this chapter, we present an analytical approximation to the B-statistic
obtained via this Taylor expansion which not only has the correct form at the extremes of Âr and Âl,
but also for specic choices of prior distributions. We compare this approximation to the numerically
evaluated B-statistic and the F-statistic for dierent false alarm rates and points in the parameter





The rst thing we will compute is the form of the log-likelihood ratio, Λ({Aµ̆};x). In this case, the
data vector xµ̆ takes on the following form in CPF-polar coordinates,
x1̆ = IÂr cos φ̂r + LÂl cos φ̂l −KÂl sin φ̂l (4.1.1a)
x2̆ = IÂr sin φ̂r +KÂl cos φ̂l + LÂl sin φ̂l (4.1.1b)
x3̆ = LÂr cos φ̂r +KÂr sin φ̂r + JÂl cos φ̂l (4.1.1c)
x4̆ = −KÂr cos φ̂r + LÂr sin φ̂r + JÂl sin φ̂l . (4.1.1d)
We know from equation (3.2.6) that the log-likelihood ratio can be written as Λ({Aµ̆};x) = Aµ̆xµ̆ −
1
2Aµ̆Mµ̆ν̆Aν̆ . Using the above data vector, the linear part of the log-likelihood ratio becomes
Aµ̆xµ̆ = Ar(x1̆ cosφr + x2̆ sinφr) +Al(x3̆ cosφl + x4̆ sinφl) . (4.1.2)
If we look at just right component (the piece involving Ar), it can be simplied as
Ar(x1̆ cosφr + x2̆ sinφr) = Ar(IÂr cos φ̂r cosφr + LÂl cos φ̂l cosφr + IÂr sin φ̂r sinφr
+ LÂl sin φ̂l sinφr −KÂl sin φ̂l cosφr +KÂl cos φ̂l sinφr)
= Ar
[




If we do the same for the left component of equation (4.1.2) and combine the two, we see that
Aµ̆xµ̆ =Ar
[





















+ArAl [K sin (φr − φl) + L cos (φr − φl)] . (4.1.5)
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The full log-likelihood ratio can now be written in the CPF-polar coordinates as





























where we have separated the terms into pieces Cκ({Aκ̆};x), with κ = {0, 1, 2, 3}, which depend on the
individual metric components I, J,K,L respectively.
B-statistic Integral
Now we will consider equation (3.3.4) in physical coordinates. Assuming a uniform prior of the form
pdf(h0, χ, ψ, φ0|Hs) = const , (4.1.7)










eΛ(h0,χ,ψ,φ0;x) dh0 dχ dψ dφ0 . (4.1.8)
The Jacobian for coordinate transformations between the physical and CPF-polar coordinates was
found in [14] as 14 (ArAl)












dφr dφl dAr dAl . (4.1.9)
Since the metric components K and L are both small, we can consider them separately (i.e. assume
K = 0 when doing the integration involving L and L = 0 when dealing with K). Considering the














eL[ArÂl cos (φ̂l−φr)+AlÂr cos (φ̂r−φl)−ArAl cos (φr−φl)]
]






1 +ArÂl cos (φ̂l − φr)L+AlÂr cos (φ̂r − φl)L−ArAl cos (φr − φl)L
]





dφr dφl dAr dAl + LÂl
∫
eC0I+C1JAr cos (φ̂l − φr)√
ArAl
dφr dφl dAr dAl
+LÂr
∫
eC0I+C1JAl cos (φ̂r − φl)√
ArAl
dφr dφl dAr dAl − L
∫
eC0I+C1JArAl cos (φr − φl)√
ArAl
dφr dφl dAr dAl ,
(4.1.10)
where we have done a rst order Taylor expansion of eC2 in the third line.
We will now examine each integral of equation (4.1.10) separately. Looking at the rst term and
























eJAlÂl cos (φ̂l−φl) dφl dφr dAr dAl
(4.1.11)
Now using the Jacobi-Anger expansion (see [40]), we can show that
∫ 2π
0
ex cos θdθ = 2πI0(x) which









































I0(JAlÂl) dAl dAr .
(4.1.12)
Its worth noting that, even though the term inside the cosine function is actually (constant−θ) instead
of just θ, since the integral is over the entire unit circle the results will be the same regardless of the


























for Re (µ+ ν) > 0 and Re (a2) > 0 .
(4.1.13)
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Here, Γ(z) is the gamma function, Jn(x) is the Bessel function of the rst kind and 1F1(a, b, z) is the
conuent hypergeometric function of the rst kind whose series form is given by








where (a)k and (b)k are Pochhammer symbols expressible as (x)n = x(x+ 1) . . . (x+ n− 1).
If we use the fact that In(x) = i
−nJn(ix) and assume an imaginary b, we are able to write the






























for Re (µ+ ν) > 0, Im (b) and Re (a2) > 0 ,
(4.1.15)
If we let ν = 0, µ = 1/2, b = iJÂl and a












































































Now examining the second integral of the simplied B-statistic, we see that the form of the φl
integral is the same as for the rst integral so it can be carried out the same way. Thus, we have that
LÂl
∫
eC0I+C1JAr cos (φ̂l − φr)√
ArAl





















dφr dAr dAl .
(4.1.18)
If we set θ = φ̂r − φr, then cos (φ̂l − φr) becomes
cos (φ̂l − φr) = cos (θ − (φ̂r − φ̂l)) = cos θ cos (φ̂r − φ̂l) + sin θ sin (φ̂r − φ̂l) . (4.1.19)
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If we plug this back into equation (4.1.18), the term involving sines will integrate to zero since its the
symmetric integral of the product of an even and odd function. However the integral involving cosines
will not be zero since cosine is an even function. The φl integral can now be evaluated using a more
general result of the Jacobi-Anger expansion which tells us that
∫ 2π
0
ex cos θ cos (nθ)dθ = 2πIn(x) (see
identity 10.32.3 of [41]). With this, we see that
LÂl
∫
eC0I+C1JAr cos (φ̂l − φr)√
ArAl
dφr dφl dAr dAl














I0(JAlÂl)I1(IArÂr) dAl dAr .
(4.1.20)
The Al and Ar integrals can be evaluated the same way as before, only with ν = 1 and µ = 3/2 in
the case of the Ar integral. Note that since ν is no longer zero for the Âr integral, the term (b/a)
ν
in the coecient of equation (4.1.15) will now contribute and give rise to imaginary values, since b is




eC0I+C1JAr cos (φ̂l − φr)√
ArAl
dφr dφl dAr dAl

































Upon inspection, its clear that the third term of equation (4.1.10) is the same as the second, only with
the dependencies on Ar and Al reversed. This implies that the result of the third integral is
Third Term: LÂr
∫
eC0I+C1JAl cos (φ̂r − φl)√
ArAl
dφr dφl dAr dAl

































Finally, we turn our attention to examining the fourth term of the B-statistic integral. Using the
trigonometric identity
cos(A−B+C) = cosA cosB cosC+ cosA sinB sinC− sinA cosB sinC+ sinA sinB cosC , (4.1.23)
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it can be simplied as
L
∫
eC0I+C1JArAl cos (φr − φl)√
ArAl







(φr − φ̂r)− (φl − φ̂l) + (φ̂r − φ̂l)
]




















ArAl sin(φr − φ̂r) sin(φl − φ̂l) cos(φ̂r − φ̂l) dφr dφl dAr dAl .
(4.1.24)
Now, the last three of these integrals all involve the sine of φr or φl. When looking at the integrals over
these two quantities, the equations will have the integral over all space of an even function (ecos(x))
times an odd function (sin(x)) where x = (φr − φ̂r) or x = (φl − φ̂l). Because of this, the angular
integrals of the terms involving sines of the CPF-polar coordinates will vanish, leaving us with only
the rst of the above integrals which can be evaluated using the same methods as were used for the
rst three integrals of this section.
L
∫
eC0I+C1JArAl cos (φr − φl)√
ArAl





ArAl cos(φr − φ̂r) cos(φl − φ̂l) cos(φ̂r − φ̂l) dφr dφl dAr dAl















































So we nd that
Fourth Term: L
∫
eC0I+C1JArAl cos (φr − φl)√
ArAl
dφr dφl dAr dAl



































































































































































































































































































Now we can use this along with the fact that Γ(1+z)Γ(z) = z to express ln(B(x)/B(0)) for the K = 0 part












































































































Now, considering the L = 0 piece, we can use the same integration techniques we used for theK = 0
piece. The only dierence is that we will get a factor of sin (φ̂r − φ̂l) instead of the cos (φ̂r − φ̂l) factor
we had before, which comes about from the sine functions in the log-likelihood ratio replacing the
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4.2 Checks on B-Statistic Approximation
4.2.1 Limiting Cases
Before doing any analysis with our approximation, we must make sure that it follows what we would
expect given various limiting conditions on both the amplitude metric and on the maximum likelihood
points, Âr and Âl. The rst is a rather trivial check from the Whelan et. al paper ([14]) which states
that, if it happens the metric elements K and L are both equal to zero, then the B-statistic can be
calculated exactly using the following equation
ln
B(x)





















This is can be clearly seen by examining the form of equation (4.1.30).
Considering some of the other limiting cases, we want to look at how our approximation behaves
when Âr and Âl approach zero, and when they approach innity. This amount to guring out the
limiting forms of the hypergeometric functions. Considering the limiting case of zero rst, the hyper-

























with an identical equation for the hypergeometric function involving Âl. This implies the approxima-
tion equals zero under these conditions, agreeing with the true B-statistic which also vanishes.
In order to deal with the large parameter case, we need to consider another result from the Whelan
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et al paper. They found that the B-statistic can be approximated by







as long as the maximum likelihood points are far enough away from circular polarization, i.e. as long
as Âr(x) and Âl(x) are not close to zero. The exact value at which the approximation starts to break
down is not the same in all cases and depends on the choices of parameters used (see section VI C in










































































ln Âr + constant , (4.2.6)
again with a similar equations for Âl. Combining these equations and substituting them into equation
(4.1.30), we nd that our approximations does indeed reduce to the desired form.
4.2.2 F-Statistic Prior
Moving away from examining specic cases of parameter extremes, we now investigate the eect
choosing a dierent prior distribution has on our approximation. Up until now, we have been assuming
a prior which is uniform in the physical coordinates. However, as we saw in section section 3.3.1, if we
instead assume a prior which is uniform in the JKS ({Aµ}) coordinates then ln(B(x)B(0) ) is exactly equal
to the F-statistic (see equation (3.3.6)). If we assume this new prior, then our approximation should
reduce to the F-statistic as well.
A prior uniform in the JKS coordinates will result in a prior of the form (ÂrÂl) given the Jacobian
between JKS and CPF-polar coordinates found in [14]. This new prior will not change the form of the
likelihood function ((4.1.6)) so, following the process of section section 4.1, the B-statistic integral can
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eΛ({φr φl Ar Al};x)ArAl dφr dφl dAr dAl . (4.2.7)




eC0I+C1JeC2ArAl dφr dφl dAr dAl
=
∫
eC0I+C1JArAl dφr dφl dAr dAl + LÂl
∫
eC0I+C1JAr cos (φ̂l − φr)ArAl dφr dφl dAr dAl
+LÂr
∫
eC0I+C1JAl cos (φ̂r − φl)ArAl dφr dφl dAr dAl − L
∫
eC0I+C1JArAl cos (φr − φl)ArAl dφr dφl dAr dAl .
(4.2.8)
Following through the previous derivation of the approximation, we can see that the only change this
prior will have on each integration simplication is that it will change the value of µ in the identity
of equation (4.1.15). All other parts of the simplications can be carried in the exact same way as
section section 4.1.
With this prior, it can be shown that the four integration terms in the above equation reduce to
First Term:
∫


























eC0I+C1JAr cos (φ̂l − φr)ArAl dφr dφl dAr dAl
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If we carry out the same computation on the L = 0 piece, we get a similar result. Combining the two













































































Using a straightforward identity for the conuent hypergeometric functions (identity 13.6.1 of [41])
which states that 1F1(a, a, z) = e

















L cos(φ̂r − φ̂l) +K sin (φ̂r − φ̂l)
)
= F(x) . (4.2.15)
We have now shown that, not only will this approximation have the proper limit when Âr and
Âl are large (via (4.2.6)), when K = L = 0 (via (4.2.1) and when the maximum likelihood points Âr
and Âl go to zero (via (4.2.2)), but it will also have the correct behavior given a specic choice of
prior distribution of the parameters. This is all a strong indication that we have not made any errors
in the calculation of our approximation. In the remainder of this paper, we will be directly comparing
this approximation against the exact B-statistic and well as the F-statistic to determine which is more
eective in distinguishing signal from noise.
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4.3 Analysis of Statistics
Now that we have an equation for our approximation, the next step is to determine how useful it is
as a replacement for the B-statistic. This amounts to three main points: 1) Is our equation a good
approximation to the B-statistic? 2) Is it as powerful a detection statistic as is the B-statistic? and 3)
Is it more ecient to calculate? The rst two points are explored in the following sections.
Speaking about the last point, the calculation eciency will depend on the type of programing
software one uses. Our analyses were done using the Python computing language in which we did
timing tests for each statistic. Taking the average over 5 trails, we found that the average computation
time for the exact B-statistic was about 1.8 milliseconds, compared to the approximation whose average
time was around .11 milliseconds: a factor of 10 increase in eciency. For completeness, we also did the
same tests for the F-statistic and found its average computation time was roughly .061 milliseconds.
We expect similar results in any computing language where entities like the hypergeometric functions
are already tabulated.
4.3.1 Comparison
Here we examine how the F-statistic (equation (3.2.17)), B-statistic (equation (3.3.17)) and our B-
statistic approximation (equation (4.1.30)) described in the previous sections compare to each other
for various points in parameter space. In gure 4.1, the three statistics are plotted against Âr/hdet and
Âl/hdet, where the coordinates have been scaled by the characteristic detector amplitude, hdet, to make
them dimensionless. Here hdet has been set to
1√
I
(which follows from its denition in [14]) and the
source declination has been set to zero degrees. The statistics are evaluated at equal false alarm rates,
which is indicated on the contour line. Instead of considering the statistics dependencies on φ̂r and φ̂l
separately, we instead look at how they depend on the combined quantity (φ̂r − φ̂l) = 4ψ̂, where ψ̂ is
the maximum likelihood value of the polarization angle. This is shown in gure 4.2, whose sub-plots
each use a alternate phase dierence ranging from zero to π. Note that gure 4.1 is equivalent to the
top left plot of this gure. In both of the gures mentioned above, the right ascension and declination
of the GW source have been set to α = 12 hours and δ = 0◦ respectively.
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Figure 4.1: Contour plot of the F-statistic, B-statistic and B-statistic approximation at equal false
alarm probabilities. On the x and y axes are the right and left CPF-polar maximum likelihood points
Âl and Âr scaled by hdet =
1√
I
to make them dimensionless. The line style corresponding to each
statistic is given by the legend and the corresponding false alarm rates are shown by the labels on the
contour lines. The source right ascension and declination have been set to α = 12 hours and δ = 0◦
respectively, with L/I = −.117 and K/I ≈ 0 for this sky position. We show that our equation a good
approximation to the exact B-statistic over the whole {Âr, Âl} parameter space and is much closer to
the B-statistic than is the F-statistic.
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Figure 4.2: Contour plot of the F-statistic, B-statistic and B-statistic approximation at equal false
alarm probabilities. On the x and y axes are the right and left CPF-polar maximum likelihood points
Âl and Âr scaled by hdet =
1√
I
to make them dimensionless. The line style corresponding to each
statistic is given by the legend and the corresponding false alarm rates are shown by the labels on the
contour lines. Each sub-plot is made at a dierent values of (φ̂r− φ̂l). The source right ascension and
declination have been set to α = 12 hours and δ = 0◦ respectively. One can see that our approximation
is nearly identical to the B-statistic for all phase dierences and values of Âr and Âl, being perfectly
identical for values of (φ̂r − φ̂l) which are odd multiples of π/2.
If the GW source is face-on (for example with cos(ι̂) = 1), then Âl = 0 and we are in the realm
of circular polarization. If we examine the form of equation (4.1.29), its clear that when Âl = 0 the
cross term vanishes, and we are left with only the term quadratic in Âr (the opposite is also true
if cos(ι̂) = −1 so that Âr = 0 instead). In addition, equation (4.2.1) tells us that in a circularly
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polarized system the exact B-statistic and the ansatz should be equal. This is conrmed in the gures,
specically by looking on the Âr and Âl axes. Alternatively, an edge on system will have a cos(ι̂)
value of zero which implies Âr = Âl and the system will be linearly polarized. In this case, the gure
shows there is some deviation from the exact B-statistic. However the two are still in agreement, with
the approximation following the behavior of the exact B-statistic much more closely than does the
F-statistic.




































(φ̂R − φ̂L) = π/4
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(φ̂R − φ̂L) = π
Linear Polarization
Figure 4.3: Graph of the F-statistic, B-statistic and B-statistic approximation as a function of the
declination of the GW source, measured in degrees. The values of Âr/hdet and Âl/hdet have been set
to 4 and each sub-plot is made at a dierent values of (φ̂r − φ̂l). We nd that our approximation to
the B-statistic is accurate over all declinations. The F-statistic is also larger in value than the other
two for all declinations.
A few interesting features can be seen in gure 4.1 and gure 4.2. The rst is in agreement with
something rst pointed out in [14], namely that a nearly circularly-polarized signals (those with small
Âr or Âl) produce a B-statistic value more signicant than their F-statistic value, which is clearly also
the case in our plots. This is the result of the fact that a prior distribution constant in the physical
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coordinates (i.e. the B-statistic) weights circular polarization more heavily does than a prior uniform
in the JKS coordinates (i.e. the F-statistic). We can also see that the approximation is uniformly
larger than the exact B-statistic for all declinations and value of (φ̂r − φ̂l).



















(φ̂R − φ̂L) = 0
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(φ̂R − φ̂L) = π
Linear Polarization
Figure 4.4: Graph of the residuals |B-statistic - F-statistic| and |Approximation - F-statistic| as a
function of the declination of the GW source, measured in degrees. The values of Âr/hdet and Âl/hdet
have been set to 4and each sub-plot is made at a dierent values of (φ̂r − φ̂l).
Since all the statistics are functions of the components of the amplitude metric {I, J,K,L} and
these are determined entirely by the declination of the GW source, it is also useful to examine how
the three vary with declination. This is shown in gure 4.3. In addition, the forms of the residuals
|B-statistic - F-statistic| and |Approximation - F-statistic| are shown in gure 4.4. Looking at the
gures, we can see that the accuracy of the approximation depends very little on the declination. In
addition the F-statistic appears to have a larger value for all sky positions, however (as we will see)
this does not necessarily imply that it will be a more powerful detection statistic than the other two.
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4.3.2 Fractional Error of Approximation
Continuing our analysis of the dierent statistics, we will now directly examine how the B-statistic
and its approximation compare by looking at the fractional error of the two. gure 4.5 shows the error
as a function of Âr for dierent phase dierences. In this plot,
Âl
hdet
has been set to a constant value
of 4 so the majority of the graph represents linear polarization of the GW source. On the other hand,
as Ârhdet approaches zero, we move closer to a circularly polarized source.
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(φ̂R − φ̂L) = π
Figure 4.5: This is a graph of the fractional error (1 − approx.B−stat ) between the B-statistic and the B-
statistic approximation plotted against the right CPF-polar maximum likelihood point Âr (scaled by
hdet) for dierent values of φ̂r− φ̂l. Here, Âl/hdet has been set to 4. Our equation seems to be a very
good approximation to the true B-statistic, with errors only as large as .5 percent over the parameter
space. Its also clear that the local maximum error occurs at some Âr/hdet value between 2 and 3 and
that the error approaches zero as Âl/hdet approaches zero (i.e. near circular polarization).
The graphs shows that our approximation is very accurate, with errors topping out at around .5
percent. The error is, in general, much higher in the case elliptical polarization than it is for the pure
linear or circular variety. Note that for pure circular polarization, the two statistics are equal and their
fractional error approaches zero. The plot also shows that the maximum error decreases as the value
of φ̂r − φ̂l goes from zero to pi, which is to be expected given that this term is contained within a
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cosine function.











































































Figure 4.6: This is a graph of the fractional error |(1 − approx.B−stat )| between the B-statistic and the B-
statistic approximation plotted against the declination of the source for dierent values of φ̂r − φ̂l.
Here, Âr/hdet = Âl/hdet = 4 so we are dealing with a linearly polarized source. Overall, the errors
are small, being less than .3 percent over the entire parameter space. The error decreases as the phase
dierences goes zero to π. This is expected from the equations which show the phase dierence term
is contained inside sinusoidal functions.
Alternatively, gure 4.7 and gure 4.6 show the error as a function of the declination of the GW
source for dierent phase dierences. The values of (Âr/hdet, Âl/hdet) have been set to (4,4) and
(4,0.1) for linear and near-circular polarizations respectively. In each case, the graphs show that the
fractional error roughly follows a bell curve which is centered on a declination of zero. In general, the
approximation seems to again do very well, with errors which max out at less than 0.3 percent.
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Figure 4.7: This is a graph of the fractional error |(1 − approx.B−stat )| between the B-statistic and the B-
statistic approximation plotted against the declination of the source for dierent values of φ̂r − φ̂l.
Here, Âl/hdet = 4 and Âl/hdet = 0.1 so we are very near circular polarization. The errors in this case
are smaller then those for linear polarization, being only as large as .02 percent. Again, the error in
each case varies sinusoidally.
4.4 Monte-Carlo Simulation
4.4.1 Estimating ROC Curves
We will be considering the Neyman-Pearson framework in which the most powerful test is dened
as the test with the highest detection probability for a given false alarm rate upper bound. In this
framework, one can compare the detection probabilities of the various statistics for some false alarm
probability.Our simulation will give us their detection probabilities for some underlying population of
signal parameters.
The procedure for estimating the detection eciency (or power) of any detection statistic with a
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Monte-Carlo simulation is relatively basic. First a large sample of N random draws of the statistic for






where Nthresh is the number of random draw values that are greater than your detection threshold.
Similarly for the signal hypothesis H1, we randomly draw our signal parameters from some assumed
prior population M times and from these generate M corresponding random draws of the statistic.





where Mthresh is dened in the same way as Nthresh. If we then invert the equation for false alarm
rate to obtain D∗(fA), then we recover the ROC (receiver operation characteristic) curve fD(fA).
4.4.2 Parameters used in Simulation
This section outlines the specic values of each of the parameters used in our Monte-Carlo simulation.
In targeted searches the Doppler parameters λ of the signal are known, and for simplicity of this
example we xed these parameters to constant values. We set the right ascension and declination to
α = 12 hours and δ = 0◦ respectively and used a constant frequency without spindown. We assumed a
multi-detector system with detectors located at LIGO Hanford and LIGO Livingston, a one-sided noise
power spectrum constant of Sn = 1× 10−47 in units of [strain2/hertz] and an observation duration of
Tobs = 25 hours.
The resulting numerical values from equation (3.2.12) which make up the components of the am-
plitude metric Mµν vary depending on the source declination. To give an example, the values for
a declination of zero degrees are found as: I = J = TobsSn (.742) and L =
Tobs
Sn
(−.087), with all other
components (approximately) zero. In addition, we used Ndraws = 1x10
5 random draws for each dis-




≈ 2x10−27 in units




, the well known sensitivity estimation
formula for 90 percent detection probability and 1 percent false-alarm rate (see [27]). Note that these
parameters are given for the sake of completeness, the qualitative conclusions do not depend on these
choices.
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4.4.3 Simulation Results
Here, we discuss the resulting ROC curves of our Monte-Carlo simulations. Because the signal hy-
pothesis HS is composite, it will depend on the choice of injected signal population. Some of the more
unphysical populations (for example with all sources having circular polarization) were considered
in papers like [9], so here we will restrict ourselves to considering the physically motivated isotropic
prior (equation (3.3.11)) with a constant signal amplitude. The result of the simulations are shown
in gure 4.8, which compare the ROC curves of the F-statistic, B-statistic, and the B-statistic ap-
proximation. The range of false alarm probabilities is the same as those used in previous studies of
detection statistics.

























Figure 4.8: ROC curves comparing the F-statistic ((3.2.17)), B-statistic ((3.3.17)) and the B-statistic
approximation ((4.1.29)). The chosen signal populations contain randomly distributed ψ and χ, in ac-
cordance with the isotropic prior (cf. section section 3.3.1), with a xed amplitude of h0 = 5
√
Sn/Tobs.
The values of right ascension and declination have been set to α = 12 hours and δ = 0◦ respectively.
We show that the approximation is not only a strong approximation to the true B-statistic but that it
is also more powerful than the F-statistic in the case of a constant signal amplitude.
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The gure shows that the approximation to the B-statistic is both accurate over the entire perimeter
space and is also just as powerful as the true B-statistic (i.e. having the same detection probability
for a given false alarm rate). Since the metric components are largest for declination of zero (see
gure 3.2), this plot represents the worst case scenario in terms of how close the approximation and
exact B-statistic are (i.e. for any other sky position the results will improve).
In addition, the plot shows that the approximation is uniformly more powerful than the F-statistic,
despite the fact that the F-statistic is larger in value than the ansatz. However this not true in every
case. It is true in the case of a constant signal amplitude h0 as we have assumed here, but (as stated in
previous sections) it has been shown (see [9]) that, given other initial conditions or prior distributions,
the F-statistic can be more powerful. However, these often represent unphysical situations.
4.5 Range of Validity of B-Statistic Approximation
Recall that in section 3.2.1 we discussed the fact that the metric elements K and L are small compared
to I and J as well as K being approximately zero. As previously stated, we believe this is a result of
assuming that the computation of the metric components averages perfectly over a whole sidereal day.
However since these components being small is the whole foundation for the expansion involved in
deriving our approximation, its reasonable to ask if this assumption is actually valid. In this section,
we explore the extent to which this assumption is true by examining how the metric components evolve
given dierent lengths of sidereal observing time.
In gure 4.9, we show the forms of the metric components plotted against the declination of the GW
source. Each sub-plot uses a dierent length of sidereal observing time, indicated by the plot title. The
rst box (top left) shows the components under the assumption of averaging over exactly 1 sidereal
day (i.e. what we have been assuming so far). The second box (top right) shows the components
evaluated using sidereal times computed from Short Fourier Transforms (SFTs) of actual strain data
from the S5 run of the 4 kilometer LIGO Hanford detector (labeled as H1). In more detail, the SFTs
are a list of 68,897 GPS times which conform to lengths of small observing runs, each of which is a
sub-run in a larger run covering the whole observing time span (about 1 year). These GPS times were
then converted to Greenwich mean sidereal times which are then averaged over to compute the values
of I, J,K,L. Since this is the only case which does not use synthetic data, we will use this as our real
world example.
The third plot (center left) shows what happens when a 25 hour sidereal time is assumed. It should
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Figure 4.9: These plots compare the forms of the metric components plotted against the source decli-
nation for dierent lengths of sidereal observing time. Top left : Components under the assumption of
averaging over exactly 1 sidereal day. Top right : Components evaluated using sidereal times computed
from Short Fourier Transforms (SFTs) of actual strain data from the O5 run of the 4 kilometer LIGO
Hanford detector (real world example). Center left : A 25 hour sidereal time is assumed, corresponds
to the values used by Prx and Krishnan in [9]. Center right : A 10 hour sidereal time is assumed.
Bottom left : A 5 hour sidereal time is assumed. Bottom right : Uses a single sidereal time. Its clear
that as sampling of a sidereal day becomes more even, K and L become larger compared to I and
J . However, our real world example is in agreement with our initial assumption of perfect averaging,
which implies our assumption is valid.
be noted that this plot corresponds to the values used by Prix and Krishnan in [9]. The fourth (center
right) and fth (bottom left) plots use 10 and 5 hour sidereal times respectively and the nal plot
(bottom right) uses a single sidereal time. Since the quantities we are really interested in are L/I and
K/I, we have also shown there values in each of the above situations in gure 4.10.
These gure shows exactly the behavior expected, namely that for long observing times the values
of K and L are small for all declinations (being minimal when the time is exactly 1 sidereal day),
but as the observing length decreases this is no longer the case. The reason is that the sampling of a
full sidereal day becomes less even (i.e. we are only focused on a part of the day). This implies that
our approximation will not be eective in these cases. That does not mean for short observing times
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Figure 4.10: These plots compare the forms of ratios of the metric components plotted against the
source declination for dierent lengths of sidereal observing time. Top left : Components under the
assumption of averaging over exactly 1 sidereal day. Top right : Components evaluated using sidereal
times computed from Short Fourier Transforms (SFTs) of actual strain data from the O5 run of the
4 kilometer LIGO Hanford detector (real world example). Center left : A 25 hour sidereal time
is assumed, corresponds to the values used by Prx and Krishnan in [9]. Center right : A 10 hour
sidereal time is assumed. Bottom left : A 5 hour sidereal time is assumed. Bottom right : Uses a single
sidereal time. The plots show the values of the two ratios are much smaller in the case of more evenly
sampled sidereal times. Also, the top two plots seem to agree, i.e. the real world example matches our
assumption.
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there wont be specic values where the components can still be small (for example a declination of
-45 degrees in the bottom left plot), but this will not hold for any declination. In addition, the plot
which uses real sidereal time data (top right) appears to be in agreement with the plot showing perfect
averaging. This implies that using real world data gives roughly the same kinds of K and L values
given if perfect averaging is assumed, which justies our assumption.
4.6 Comparison to Other Approximations
So far, we have shown that our formula is a good approximation to the B-statistic. However, ours is not
the only approximation to this statistic which has been proposed. One such equation was presented in
a recent paper by Dhurandhar, Krishnan and Willis (see [42]). They showed how the marginalization
of the B-statistic can be done analytically by combining the four amplitude parameters into a set
of complex amplitudes {B1,B2,B3,B4} if one assumes that the signal strength is very large. In this
section, we will compare their result to our approximation in order to determine which is more powerful
as a detection statistic.
In their paper, Dhurandhar, Krishnan and Willis dened the following complex amplitudes in terms
















From these equations we can clearly see that B1 = B∗4 and B2 = B∗3 . In CPF-polar coordinates, these
complex amplitudes have the form
B1 = Are−
i









Instead of the amplitude parameter metric we have been using in our analysis,Mµ̆ν̆ , they instead use
a matrix N, dened as





ξ κ∗ 0 0
κ ξ 0 0
0 0 ξ κ∗
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and aXl and b
X
l are the AM coecients for detector X in time segment l as before. From the above
equations, its clear that ξ ≡ I, J















where k is dened as k = |κ|. This implies that k2 = |κ|2 = κκ∗. In the special case when, for example,



















There is an analogous equation for the situation when B̂2 = 0 which is the same except for replacing
B̂2 with B̂1.






















which matches equation 64 from their paper.
4.6.1 Determination of Scaling Constant
Despite having the basic equation for this alternative approximation, we cannot directly compare it to
our approximation due to the fact that the assumed scaling factor is not the same in both papers. So,
in order to compare them, we must determine this scaling constant.
To do this, we will compare an equation from [42] (in which it was assumed that the metric
components K and L are zero and that they were in the large signal limit) to the equations from this
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paper which match the same situation (equation (4.2.4) with the pieces for Âr and Âl combined). The





























To do this, we will need to compute the forms of ρ1 and ρ2 as functions of Âr and Âl. Looking at








(x3̆ − ix4̆) (4.6.10b)
and xµ̆ refers to the components of the data vector as usual, which has the following form when
K = L = 0,
x1̆ = IÂr cos φ̂r , x2̆ = IÂr sin φ̂r , x3̆ = JÂl cos φ̂l , x4̆ = JÂl sin φ̂l . (4.6.11)




































Since, by denition, |x+ iy| =
√
x2 + y2, we can compute from the above equations that
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which exactly matches equation (4.6.8). For the coecient, we get that
ξ[ρ1ρ2]
















With the exponent and coecient, we now can write the full expression for the alternative B-statistic



















In order to nd the scaling factor, we only need to divide equation (4.6.8) (B1) by the above equation














Now we have determined that the approximation of [42] does have the correct limiting behavior
in the case when K = L = 0. However, even if their equations does have the correct limiting forms,
they still have two separate functions (one in the case of B1 or B2 equaling zero and one when both
are non-zero) and no way to interpolate between them. Also, due to singularities in their equations,
they can not handle the case when B1 = B2 = 0. Since our approximation does not have any of these
limitations or singularity issues, it would be much more useful in general.
4.6.2 Test of Alternate Approximation
Now we want to compare the eectiveness of our approximation to the alternate one from [42]. In
terms of its computational eciency, we took the average computing time over 5 trials (as was done
in section 4.3 for the B-statistic and our approximation). We found that their approximation took an
average of .28 milliseconds compared to the .11 millisecond average which our approximation possesses,
which implies our approximation is computationally more ecient to calculate.
We also examine how the approximations compare in parameter space. In gure 4.11, we show
the two approximations and the B-statistic plotted against the source declination. The lower panel is
simply a zoomed in version of the top panel about a declination of zero. It shows that our approximation
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is uniformly closer to the exact B-statistic than the alternate DKW approximation is.



















(φ̂R − φ̂L) = 0




















Figure 4.11: Graph of the B-statistic, B-statistic approximation and the alternate (DWK) approxima-
tion as a function of the declination of the GW source, measured in degrees. The values of Âr/hdet
and Âl/hdet have been set to 4 and the value of (φ̂r − φ̂l) is zero.
Along the same lines, we also examine how the three compare when plotted against Âr/hdet in
gure 4.12. It shows that our approximation does a much better job at following the exact B-statistic.
In addition, due to the large signal requirement of the derivation done by Dhurandhar, Krishnan and
Willis, their approximation becomes even worse as the amplitude parameters approach zero. Since our
approximation does not have this problem, it adds to the evidence that ours is more useful, in general.
Further tests to determine which approximation is better (both in terms of error relative to the
true B-statistic and power as a detection statistic) are currently underway.
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(φ̂R − φ̂L) = π/4



















(φ̂R − φ̂L) = π/2



















(φ̂R − φ̂L) = π
Figure 4.12: Graph of the B-statistic, B-statistic approximation and DKW approximation against
Âr/hdet. In these plots, the value of Âr/Âl has been set to the constant value of 1. The line style
corresponding to each statistic is given by the legend. Each sub-plot is made at a dierent values of
(φ̂r − φ̂l). The source right ascension and declination have been set to α = 12 hours and δ = 0◦
respectively. Its clear that our approximation follows the exact B-statistic much more closely than
does the DKW approximation.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented an analytic approximation to the traditional Bayesian detection
statistic used in targeted searches for continuous GWs. By Taylor expanding the resulting integrand,
we have shown that the marginalization of the B-statistic can be done exactly with minimal simplifying
assumptions. This expansion is possible because of the fact that the components of the amplitude
metric K and L are small compared to I and J , something which we nd is the result of long observing
runs (i.e. averaging over a full/nearly-full sidereal day). We showed that this approximation ts well
with the exact B-statistic over the parameter space as well as having the correct form in various limiting
cases. In addition, using Monte-Carlo simulations, we were able to show that the approximation
performed just as well as a detection statistic with similar detection probabilities at given false alarm
rates.
We have also shown that this approximation is also sensitive to the length of the observing time
over which the GW data was obtained. As the length of this time period decreases, the assumption
of the data averaging over all sidereal time will not longer be valid. This will result in a non-zero K
value which will increase as the observing length decreases. Thus there will come point when K is
no longer small compared to I and J , which implies the Taylor expansion in powers of K and L will
not hold true. Since GWs from compact binary coalescence (CBC) will be very short lived compared
to continuous waves, this implies that this method might not be useful in detecting GWs from CBC
events. However, using actual data from continuous wave searches on one of the LIGO detectors, we
were able to show that the metric components have roughly the same values as in the ideal case of
perfect averaging, which is an indication of its benets in a real world setting.
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Speaking now to its usefulness to the LIGO collaboration, the coherent F-statistic is very widely
used. However, it's the basis for things like the stack-slide and Hough methods ([4]) rather than
a principal detection statistic. In addition, targeted searches like the ones we have been assuming
here are generally limited to neutron stars with available Ephemeris data, typically known pulsars.
Searches for unknown neutron stars or neutron stars without suciently accurate Ephermerides are
done by semi-coherent all-sky searches which are sensitive to only a portion of the signal and do not
assume a known sky position. However, since these methods still use the F-statistic as their basis, if
our approximation becomes ecient to calculate it could be used as a replacement for the F-statistic
in some of these semi-coherent methods. The increased detection probabilities of the approximation
would allow not only for improved detection in any new LIGO data, but possibly new detections in
past data as well.
In terms of future work, there is still more to be done in order to determine the real world usefulness
of this approximation and even improve upon it. For example, the next logical step would be to conduct
more in depth computational timing tests to determine exactly how much more ecient computing
our approximations is compared to either the F-statistic or exact B-statistic. However, as of now the
scripts I am using are written in only the Python computing language, while much of the code used
by the LIGO collaboration is written in languages like C or C++. In order to conduct accurate tests,
my scripts would need to be put into one of those languages (although it should be more ecient
in any language where entities like the hypergeometric functions are already tabulated). In addition,
exploration of a more involved prior distribution on the physical parameter h0 based on the physics of
the GW source would result in a more accurate description of the data and could lead to an improved
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